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Key Result Area(s) - KRA 
Role: Problem Solver and Happiness Maker (PSHM), Sales at eaHELP   

 
Ever wanted to be at the “epicenter” of an organization? Be the one making jobs for others? Have your hand on the pulse of what will be? 
Welcome to Sales at eaHELP! 
 
The focus of the PSHM role is to develop meaningful relationships with eaHELP prospects during the sales cycle. Additionally, the PSHM 
acts as a “filter” to our company/brand by keeping the bad clients (aka jerks) away … thus making our EAs & Corp Team happier, and 
protecting our brand in the marketplace. Our PSHMs demonstrate responsiveness, professionalism, own the details, they are organization 
savvy, and conduct relational selling at all times. Results-oriented people will thrive in this role. Time clock punchers, arrogant people, 
disorganized salespeople, and primadonnas need not apply. 
 
The wins for this role look like this: 

1. Sales Lead Coordination during your hours/shift* 
a. Provide incoming sales lead coverage for phone, website chat, selling via Skype, and web-form leads as they come in 
b. Assign & work Infusionsoft task(s) appropriately … and  complete Infusionsoft contact record data thoroughly to 

enhance our marketing efforts 
c. Respond to incoming leads - 1) During shift: ASAP, 2) After shift/after-hours - lead transfers to person who is on shift 

next 
d. Set up sales call after hours/shift or during 

2. Prospecting/Selling during your hours/shift* 
a. Responsible for selling the value of eaHELP Executive Assistant Services 
b. Serve as main point of contact for lead throughout entire sales process beginning with incoming lead to closed deal 

(lost or won) 
c. Documenting sales efforts in our CRM from beginning to end, including your tasks, activities, funnel, & etc. 

3. Contract and Proposal Creation and Correspondence 
a. Thoroughly, create binding documents for your opportunities 
b. When necessary, serve as proposal/contract creation back-up for other team members 

4. Web Engagement (On-line Chat) 
a. Responsible for thorough knowledge of eaHELP websites as well as each service line offering 
b. Serve as triage for web inquiries, running to opportunities, and sniffing our challenges … offering immediate next steps 

for other Corp Team members 
5. Twitter Monitoring (and other Social Media) 

a. Serve as triage for Twitter traffic 
b. Viewing key-word streams  in order to proactively engage with prospects based on key words in tweets 

6. Infusionsoft (our CRM) 
a. Opportunity creation and management for all opportunities that you are the “sales person” on/for 
b. “Flip” won deals upon announcement internally 
c. “Flip” lost deals upon notification internally 
d. At close of shift, ensure that all Infusionsoft “today” and “past due” task(s) are complete 
e. Any leads not gotten to during shift/hours, transfer task in IS to next shift PSHM 
f. Newsletter subscriber management and/or other web forms as developed 

This role is a part-time, W-2 role with our company. The hours you work are a mix of fixed & variable to accommodate your prospecting 
efforts. You will have a base pay (paid twice per month) and commissions on the Contracts you sign (aka relationships you develop) for 
eaHELP. If you get hired as a PSHM for eaHELP, you’ll be joining a top-notch company with a world-class sales organization. Expect to work 
hard & play hard. Expect to have fun while being on the front-end of a growing, vibrant company.  
 
 
 


